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EYE-LIGHT IPL AND LLLT

Light fantastic
Effective light therapies for dry eye management are
now a reality writes Sarah Farrant

D

ry eye disease management has historically been
a bit of a double-edged sword. On the one blade
seeing patients with such a life impacting disease
and being able to provide solutions which offer
significant improvements has always been one of
the best parts of my professional career. On the other side of the
blade you get the heart sink patients that attend having tried everything under the sun to no avail. Fortunately, these days it is
increasingly rare that I find myself unable to provide an effective
solution to help manage and alleviate the symptoms and signs of
dry eye disease. This relies on the support of good technology.
Effective management of dry eye disease is now an integral part
of my day to day role in my specialist clinics. The demand has
increased year on year and has shown no signs of slowing down
during the covid pandemic. The prevalence of dry eye disease currently stands at between 5-50% globally is increasing in the
population, the age of onset is decreasing, and modern lifestyles
likely create an increased burden on the ocular surface. In light of
this, the next highly anticipated TFOS DEWS report will be titled
A Lifestyle Epidemic. Optometrists are perfectly poised to effectively manage these cases in primary care. Effective management
however, does require the right tools for the job. Having access in
clinic to a range of diagnostic and treatment solutions is a vital
part of providing a comprehensive and successful clinic in the
war against dry eye disease. Combined intense pulsed light and
low level light therapy is one such tool in my armoury.

WHAT IS INTENSE PULSED LIGHT (IPL)?
IPL is a concept born from dermatology in 2002 . Patients treated
with acne rosacea noticed improved dry eye and, as many great
discoveries, the benefits of IPL for dry eye was a happy accident.
The potential mechanisms behind IPL therapy are multiple and
thought to include :

• Thrombosis of superficial abnormal blood vessels
• Heating the meibomian glands and liquefying the meibum.
• Reduce the bacterial load on the lids.
• Activate fibroblasts and enhance collagen synthesis.
• Reduce demodex count.
• Interfere with the inflammatory cycle by regulation of antiinflammatory agents and matrix metalloproteinases.
• Reduce turnover of skin epithelial cells and decrease the risk of
keratinisation of the meibomian gland orifices.
• Change in the levels of reactive oxidative species.

Telangetasia along the lid margin – a target for reduction in IPL therapy.

normal cells, and producing an anti-inflammatory effect. The photon interference triggered by the LED’s of specific wavelengths
allows penetration below the skin, and the resultant photoactivation is thought to trigger repair to compromised cells and
improves function in normal cells. It also has a localised warming
effect to melt meibum as well as the potential to reduce demodex
mite infestation via increased phagocyte activity When considering the implications for MGD, LLLT alone has been shown to
produce significant improvements in tear break up time.

THE EYE-LIGHT
The Eye-Light device combines these two technologies in one
complete combined light therapy system. The use of gel, common
with some IPL systems, is not necessary as a patented cooling system using forced air keeps the temperature of the crystal at a
non-traumatic level for the patient’s skin type.
During the two step procedure IPL is applied to the lower periorbital area in a series of 5 pulses, followed by the application of
LLLT over both closed lids and periorbital area. The sequence is
designed as a two-step procedure, to stimulate gland function and
soften meibum ready for gland expression immediately after the
procedure.

MGD SELECTION CRITERIA
The Eye-Light system can be considered for use in a wide range of
patients exhibiting signs of MGD. In practice I recommend the
therapy for a significant number of my MGD sufferers. I consider
few key factors when selecting the patients:

IPL is known to be effective at improving TBUT, symptom
questionnaire scores and meibum viscosity grading either alone
or in collaboration with MG expression. IPL procedure has been
shown to be effective up to 6 months after therapy

Level of gland loss on Meibography
If the patient has virtually no glands left then Eye-Light is not
going to make any tangible difference to symptoms or signs as it
cannot reverse gland atrophy.

WHAT IS LOW LEVEL LIGHT THERAPY LLLT?

Age of patient
I would argue that the younger the patient is, the more important
it is to consider aggressive dry eye management including EyeLight therapy.
➔

LLLT is a different kind of photobiomodulation also developed for
dermatological uses. It is athermal, with atraumatic cellular photoactivation which is aimed at improving cellular function in
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Pre start of IPL sessions 10 months ago

immediately post first IPL session

Pigmentation levels
The level of pigment in the skin dictates how readily the IPL
energy is absorbed. Skin typing using the Fitzpatrick skin score
must be conducted before the procedure is carried out and the
energy levels of the laser adjusted accordingly. In darker skinned
individuals, IPL can cause hypopigmentation. For this reason
patients with Fitzpatrick skin scores of 5 or greater cannot be considered for IPL therapy. LLLT carries no such risk and can be used
in all skin types as a stand alone option.
Make up
Make up should be removed before the procedure as it can influence how the laser energy is absorbed.
6 months post IPL therapy

Compliance with at home therapies
In cases of poor at home compliance with dry eye regimes it is
nice to take some of the pressure away from the patients to treat
themselves and put more of the onus on managing the condition
in the clinic for the patient.
Chalazions
Chalazions respond typically very well to LLLT, even when performed as a stand-alone procedure and in cases where the patient
gets regular internal lid lumps or full blown chalazions this is a
good adjunct therapy. It has been shown after 2 treatment sessions to be effective at resolving chalazions in 92% of cases. It has
also been shown to be effective in cases where topical and or systemic therapy has failed and can remove the need for surgical
intervention.

SAFETY ELEMENTS
All IPL systems have an element of risk associated with improper
use. As such there are a few key things one must put in place
before using the device.
Signed Consent Form
There are a list of conditions for which IPL is contraindicated,
including pregnancy, photosensitive epilepsy and history of previous cancer in the treatment area. There are other health factors
which need to be considered such as concurrent use of photosensitising medications such as doxycycline, as well as cautions such
as recent Botox or tanning in the area. It is important to ensure
that the patient is suitable and understands the risks of the therapy and a signed consent form is completed.
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Goggles and Safety specs
Patient’s eyes must be protected as the light energy is selectively
taken up by melanin pigment. As a result the iris and retina if
unprotected are at risk of light penetration through the closed
eyelid and subsequent damage. With this is mind either protective light blocking goggles or ocular shields must be worn by the
patient. The practitioner must also wear protective shield specs
during the IPL part of the procedure.

USING EYE-LIGHT IN PRACTICE
I have tended to opt for a standardised model treatment plan of 4
sessions of therapy spread apart about one month between each
session. At the conclusion of these sessions, the patient and practitioner are at liberty to dictate the exact frequency of future top

CASE PRESENTATION
Mr LW 52 YO male, previous longstanding recurrent corneal erosion (RCE) case RE and web designer. Diagnosed
with dry eye disease MGD and Demodex blepharitis 2
years ago in the clinic. Current management xailin ON
hylotears TDS BDX 3/7ly blephasol 7/7 warm compress
3/7 blinking exercises, Purifeyes spray OD DEQ – 5 9. Had
IPL done 6 months ago (DEQ-5 score after IPL 4th session
was 6) and follow up today. Prior to IPL his DEQ-5 was 16,
TBUT was 6 R and L with meibum viscosity of grade 3,
tearlab scores of R277 L286.
Symptoms much improved over the last 6 months with
only 2 slight episodes of overnight discomfort but no full
blown RCE’s.
Plan to continue with 6 monthly appointments including
IPL’s, expression and microblepharoexfoliation.
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up stand-alone sessions as required. It is an easy fit into a dry eye
clinic as the clinical treatment sessions can bolt on quite seamlessly to the normal dry eye appointments. It also is a good fit if
you are operating direct debit schemes, as a further reason to
encourage patients to utilise them. As an effective management
solution requiring long term maintenance it is a good way of also
encouraging long term patient loyalty.
The 2 step treatment offered with the Eye-Light system allows
for an all round treatment to the meibomian glands. The thermal
based effects of IPL treatment may likely be supplemented by the
further photo-biomodulation effects of the LLLT treatment on
the lids and periorbital area. The use of LLLT to the upper lids,
which are not usually treated with IPL therapy, may be a further
element contributing to the improvements in MGD so frequently
seen with this combined therapeutic approach.
The Eye-Light system is a fantastic addition to a dry eye clinic,
allowing the “next level up” of dry eye management for patients.
My own in practice patient data shows on average a reported
improvement both in DEQ-5 scores and opinion in treated
patients of about an 85% success rate. It is not often that new
options in dry eye treatment appear that seem to revolutionise
patient success and offer a paradigm shift in dry eye treatment,
but my Eye-Light device is definitely such a solution.
Sarah Farrant BSc MCOptom DipTP(IP) Dip TP(AS) FBCLA
is the Managing Director, owner and Optometrist at Earlam

Patient having IPL

and Christopher Optometrists. She writes and lectures on dry
eye and is the TFOS UK Ambassador.

• This article was supported by Hanson Instruments

CASE STUDY 2
Patient is a 51 year old female with definite reduction in
visible telangectasia on the posterior lid margin. Images
show before and after 4 sessions of IPL illustrating marked
reduction in meibum viscosity, tear break up times from 3

seconds prior to 7 seconds after. Much improves scores
and patient symptomatically much happier.

Pre treatment

Post IPL

Pre treatment

Post IPL
➔
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CLINICAL

EYE-LIGHT IPL AND LLLT
Patient undergoing LLT with light unit and wand in the foreground

CASE STUDY 3
A 2016 case with 57 year old female originally presented with
severe MGD grade 4+, DEQ-5 score 16 and inflamed lid margins
(as per image). Patient was really struggling to control dry eye
symptoms even with reg MGX 6/12ly and blephex and at home
warm compress 7/7 eyebag, BDX 7/7 and omega eye QDS. In
2018 patient still had grade 4 viscosity and only slightly better
despite being on all management available at the time. Patient

Pre treatment

Post IPL

Post IPL

Post IPL
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then had course of IPL started in Feb 2020 (4 courses over 4
months) and had a top up single session in Dec 2020 and a
further single top up in July 2021, plan is to keep 6/12ly sessions
in place. Now much happier and more comfy (DEQ-5 score 2!!)
and back to wearing her daily CL 1 day ac MF as occassional
wearer for social and doing better than has done for many, many
years.

Post IPL
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